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This phase of numismatics has been w oefully neglected.
We have long been promised a catalogue, but up to now
it has not been forthcoming. The rarity values of these
pieces we can only estimate. The survival quotient is
also a guess. It is surprising that any of it has survived.

The climate of the Philippines is very hot and very
humid. I have literally shaved my shoes to rid them
of mold. Think of what conditions like this would do
to a pocket full of persperation-soaked bills produced
of any materials that come to hand. The condition of
many of these notes may seem of astonishingly low grade,
but please bear in mind that this is not ordinary currency.
Its entire history is a lesson in adversity. With the
Japanese harassing the production of this scrip and a
death penalty imposed on its use, it should not have even
circulated, but it did. Loyal Filipinos accepted all of
it without question during the entire war. The Japanese
efforts to circulate their own military currency were just
as strongly resisted. The native population labeled it
"Mickey Mouse money."

It is rumored that some 360 varieties of these Philip-
pine guerrilla notes were issued by banks, local govern.
ments and groups. The United States servicemen who
resisted the Japanese after the fall of Bataan also issued
notes. The notes were produced oftentim-s with the
Japanese literally breathing down the makers' backs.
The Japanese army was on a continuous search and
destroy mission so far as the money makers were con-
cerned. The traveling units constantly moved from city
to city, village to village, cave to jungle and back again,
manufacturing at each stop the wherewithal to keep the
commerce of the country afloat.

When metal plates could not be made, plates were
carved out of wood or rubber tires. Some notes were
printed with typewriters or mimeograph macthines.
Suitable paper was scarce. Frequently ballot paper.
butcher paper, lined school paper and even linoleum
was cut to size and converted into needed currency.
Some was manufactured in a workmanlike manner but
many pieces are so rough and crude that they look as
though they were made by a child. Neither are they
plentiful, because most were redeemed, and in the main
the few that we are collecting were "souvenired" by
servicemen who were in the country during their use.

However, the fact remains that they did circulate and
contributed greatly to keeping the country running until
other factors brought the war to a close and made their
use unneccessary.

Federal Reserve Corner

The $1 Federals, Series 1969D, are now completely in
circulation, regulars and stars. Still, there are some
districts that have had the appearance of very few star
notes. This does not mean these notes will be scarce, but
the spoilage rate (overall) has become much lower due
to COPE printings.

It is the Bureau's plan to eventually have all production
accomplished on the COPE equipment. This is several
years away, at the least, but it could well bring about
almost the complete disappearance of the star notes.
What will become of the partial sheets of notes, or will
the printing method also be improved to do away with
the destruction or removal of any quantity of notes? We
will have to await further developments and see what
will come about.

It would be of considerable interest to your writer to
have some idea as to the interest by members in COPE
printings. A postal card or letter telling of your interests
in the current $1 Federals will be a great help. Sug-
gestions as to what you would like to see appear here
in your Corner!

There seems to be a greater number of varieties (also
errors) being turned up these days. It would be well
worth the effort to pay more attention to the notes at
your bank or passing through your hands. Some very
nice items have been reported.

It seems that a number of Federal Reserve Banks are
clearing the older material from vaults. Some of the
early $1 Feds are being sent out. In the Chicago area,
a number of $1 Series 1963A G - D have been released.
In certain instances, there have been reports of Series
1963 dollars . . . and some of the harder blocks have
appeared in small numbers. Watch your local bank, for
there is never any telling what can turn up!

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
P. 0. Box 36,
Greenville, Miss. 38701

A catalog of the bank notes of Chile is now available
from La Bolsa Filatelica, Casilla 10119, Santiago de
Chile for $8.00 postpaid airmail. It is printed in Spanish
and covers private bank, government and unauthorized
issues.

General Idi Amin, president of Uganda, who has been
in the news for insulting the United States with his July
4th greeting and for holding a plane load of in-transit
Peace Corps volunteers for several days, appears on the
obverse of new 10, 20, 50 and 100 shilling notes of the
Bank of Uganda.


